Chapter 2823
Tom on the side, sweating profusely as he watched his father not respond to Anson’s
question.
What concerns him the most now is that if his father’s brain is short-circuited and he
rejects Anson, it would be disastrous.
As a result, he hurriedly stated: “Dad, it’s you! Master Su sincerely welcomed us back,
and he sent Steward Su directly to invite us. Why should we take our time?”
“I am not hesitant, I am not hesitant, I had already thought about it, but I didn’t think
about how to say it,” Luther said.
However, after considering whether or not his son had responded, he added a step
between himself and Anson.
He didn’t know what to say at first, but he felt like his son just decided too quickly, and
it seemed a little too open for money.
No one wanted to wear such a hat, even though he had truly opened his eyes after
seeing the money.
Since the son had spoken first, it was akin to putting on the hat before the money was
opened.
You can borrow the donkey from the hill, which is convenient for you.
So he solemnly nodded and said, “Tom is right, Steward Su. This time, Master Su is
completely sincere. It’s not safe for us to deny…”
“Then Mr. He have you agreed?” Anson, overjoyed, asked hurriedly.
“Yes, I promised!” Luther said softly.
“Wow!” exclaims the speaker. “Master, if he knows this news, he must be very pleased!”
Anson slapped his thigh and exclaimed cheerfully.

Tom was also delighted, and he exclaimed,
“Can we set up the follow-up procedure with the steward Su now that we decided to
return to the Su family?
When will it pass, for example, and how will the subsequent payments be made?”
Anson quickly replied: “Tom, because Elder He has agreed, I believe it is best for us to
report to the master right away and let him arrange the plane and bus, after which Elder
He will quickly notify the entire He family.
Overnight, pack the things. When the bus arrives next morning, we’ll all travel together
to the airport, where we’ll board a special plane to Suzhou.”
“Do you want to go to Suzhou?” “Don’t you go to Eastcliff?” Luther inquired, shocked.

Chapter 2824
Anson immediately replied: “Isn’t it just the first month of the year? The weather in the
south is warming up, and spring is in full bloom.
The master has relocated to Suzhou for a period of time, so let us fly to Suzhou to meet
with him.”
Luther!
However, he had not anticipated the Su family’s request being so urgent that he would
have to pack overnight and leave early the next morning.
“Steward Su, the remaining one billion, I don’t know what Master Su planned for that?”
Tom hurriedly chuckled.
Anson said with a smile: “If the He family wishes to continue cooperating with the Su
family, Master said that he would arrange for someone to sign the contract as soon as
the He family arrives in Suzhou, and the remaining time will be the first time after the
contract is signed.

The billions we’ve spent have been paid in full. We used to pay monthly remuneration,
but in the future, we won’t be as bothersome and will pay them all annually!”
“Wow, that’s fantastic!”
Tom was giddy with anticipation.
Two billion a year is also a significant amount.
It’s even more remarkable if it’s a one-time bill.
You will save a lot of money if you pay monthly.
Put two billion in the bank and leave it to the bank’s fund manager to handle, and the
one-year yield will be more than 10% or even more!
Luther was able to quantify the account, and he was naturally happier in his heart, so he
said without hesitation:
“In this situation, Anson, let’s make our arrangements separately. I’ll tell the rest of the
family to pack their belongings, and you and Master Su will return here. Then arrange
buses and planes based on the circumstances.”
“All right!” “In this situation, please ask Mr. He to arrange a room for me, and I will
return to the room to organize these items,” Anson said excitedly.
“Tom, you’ve come to make plans for Steward Su!” Luther said, nodding.
Tom laughed hurriedly and said, “It’s not a problem, it’s not a problem! Su, the
housekeeper, please accompany me!”
Anson quickly replied: “You must find a warm room for me, Tom. I can’t bear it because
it’s so cold…”
Tom said with a smile:

“Don’t worry, the He family only hires people who sleep in a house without fire, with the
rest of the house heated by the floor.
It’s nearly 30 degrees Celsius in here, so short sleeves are fine!”
“Wow!” exclaims the speaker.
“Take me over, my scorching face is about to break…” Anson yelled as he wrapped a
thick down jacket around his shoulders.
Tom quickly made an inviting motion and said, “Steward Su, please!”
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Anson rose to his feet and addressed Luther, saying, “If that’s the case, Old He, I’ll go
with Tom.
Furthermore, Mocheng is too far away, and getting here is inconvenient.
Planes and buses must, I think, be organized. It’s been late. It’s almost twelve o’clock.
Tomorrow morning, we are tentatively expected to depart at ten a.m. What are your
thoughts?”
“No problem,” Luther said flatly, “we’ll leave on time tomorrow at ten o’clock!”
“Then I will retire first!” Anson said, smiling and clasping his fists.
After that, he went to the guest room with Tom.
Luther was shocked when he was left alone.
He felt more or less unbearable and guilty when he thought of his daughter Roma.
He realized he couldn’t pass up the chance to collaborate with Su family because of his
daughter’s feelings.
As a result, he readily agreed to the family’s offer for assistance.

His only concern now is not understanding how to communicate with Roma. Can Roma
blame him if she finds out?
When he thought this, he couldn’t help but feel: “Ruoli is more important to Roma than
herself. If I go back to work with the Su family, she will not forgive me for wanting to do
this…”
“With the Su family’s two billion in hand, I’ll be able to give Roma more money by then
so she can keep searching for her daughter. This, too, is a viable option.”
“Roma would not have to go to Su’s house at that time. Simply take the money from
Su’s house and go outside to look for Ruoli. Even if she never finds her, if I let her search
like this, she will be fine……”
He felt a bit more at ease at this stage.
While the time was a little late, to a practicing family member like Roma, it was nothing.
So he took out his phone and dialed her number.
Some terms, he thought, needed to be explained ahead of time.
If you wait until tomorrow, after the entire family has gone to Suzhou, to tell Roma, she
will undoubtedly be upset.
Perhaps if your first step with love, then understand with reason, and then pair with the
promise of money, she’ll understand and embrace her his arrangements!

Chapter 2826
Roma did not rest at this time.
She and her daughter were talking nonstop on the bed in the Aurous Hill Shangri-La
Hotel.
At the time, Roma was in a really good mood.

This is something she hasn’t seen in a long time.
It was more surprising than God’s favor and the Bodhisattva’s blessing to her today.
The daughter is still alive, and her cultivation has advanced to the point that she has
become the first He family member in a century.
And the handicapped, such as herself, were given a wonderful opportunity.
Charlie also promised the He family five pills and a yearly payment of 100 million.
For the He family, this is unquestionably the most rare and valuable opportunity in
hundreds of years.
Initially, she was eager to return home and notify her father.
But, after all, she hasn’t seen her daughter in such a long time that it feels like a farewell.
As a result, she plans to spend tonight in Aurous Hill with Ruoli before returning to
Mocheng the next morning.
After all, there are far too many thoughtful things to say between the mother and
daughter.
Ruoli was vividly explaining the situation with her mother when Charlie saved her at sea
at the time.
“This man will transform her unsmiling and extremely cold daughter into the appearance
of the cheerful and shy girl today,”
Roma thought as she looked at her daughter’s excited expression like a girl. The allure is
incredible. “It’s impossible to fathom…”
“However, this is helpful to Ruoli.”
She had been too cold previously. In Su’s home, she was taught how to be a coldblooded murderer.

She had been reduced to nothing more than a killing machine.
She can see her regaining the qualities that a normal girl should have.
As a mother, it appears that she is much more relieved…”
Roma’s phone rang at this precise moment.
“Ruoli, switch the phone to mom,” she said with a smile to Ruoli.
Ruoli hurriedly stretched out her hand, snatched the charging telephone from the
bedside table, looked down, and saw that the caller was her dad, and exclaimed, “Mom,
grandpa is calling!”
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“Are you serious?” “Your grandpa must have something important to call so late,” Roma
said hurriedly. “Hand it over to me.”
“Mom, don’t forget that we told the Master not to expose my condition to the outside
world,” Ruoli said, nodding. Don’t forget about it!”
“Don’t worry, mom knows it, don’t speak,” Roma said solemnly.
“Dad, what’s the matter for calling so late?” she asked after she finished speaking to
Ruoli and connecting the call.
“Roma… there is something, dad has to tell you, don’t be angry after you hear it,” Luther
said embarrassingly.
“Father, please tell me,” Roma hurriedly said.
“Ahem…it,” That’s Luther said after coughing twice.
Anson unexpectedly arrived in Mocheng tonight…”

“Anson?” says the narrator. “What is he going to do in Mocheng?” enquired Roma,
frowning.
“That’s right, Mr. Su sent him over in the hopes of letting go of his grudges and
cooperating with the He family once more,” Luther explained.
“Will you cooperate once more?” Roma erupted in anger and screamed, “Dad!” Ruoli
was killed by Chengfeng. She is not only his granddaughter, but He’s granddaughter as
well!
The He family will no longer have anything to do with this kind of guy because he has
no love or affection in his eyes!”
“Roma, these things you are talking about dad understands,” Luther sighed helplessly.
To be honest, your father despises Chengfeng just as much as you do, and I even wish
to kill him, but what’s the point? We can’t help ourselves.
You’ve been fighting with the Su family for a long time. We decided to leave the Su
family after Ruoli’s accident because of this, but we did not want to keep the Su family
liable. In the end, there is still a large strength difference…”
“I confess that the strength gap is too great, and I never considered allowing the He
family to go against the Su family and take revenge for Ruoli, so the matter of leaving
the Su family and Ruoli at the start,”
Roma raged. Take it in stride; I, for one, will embrace it…”
“What I can’t understand is that you now wish to cooperate with the Su family again,”
Roma exclaimed again. Isn’t this implying you’re looking for tiger skin?!”

Chapter 2828
“Roma!” said to her father, sighing. This time, the Su family’s price is so tempting that he
can’t say no. “I have to think about you and Ruoli, as well as the rest of the He family.”

The He family is now in a tough situation. Our family consists of over a hundred
members, half of whom are elderly and frail, women and children, and half of whom
practice martial arts.
There isn’t a single person in this group of a hundred who can make money. Everyone is
a hungry mouth that needs to be fed!”
“Recently, the whole He family has been struggling to save money.
The elderly and children’s living costs have been significantly reduced.
Cultivator rations have also limited the supply of certain medicinal materials.
If this trend persists, the He family’s relative power will be isolated from that of other
families within five years. There is a significant disparity.
We’ll never be able to hold one of the four major families’ seats by then. I’m afraid we
won’t even be able to stay in the top ten.
In my our, the ancestors’ base will be broken!”
“But now, the Su family is able to continue cooperating with the He family at a price of
two billion a year,” Luther said, a little excitedly.
With these two billion, the He family’s current condition can be rectified in a single
phase.
When the time comes, complete change, or even to an unimaginable new stage, the
elderly in our family will have sufficient living security, children will have sufficient
growth security, education security,
and, most importantly, the younger generation who is working hard to nurture will be
greatly aided. Our He family may be able to become the country’s top martial arts family
in five years.
The revival of the He family is just a matter of time!”

When she heard this, Roma couldn’t help but sigh and say:
“Dad… the so-called eight martial arts families, four martial arts families, and even the
country’s largest martial arts family.” These are all made-up names with no practical
sense…”
“What are you talking about? Roma!” said Luther, a little glumly.
How much work did our forefathers in the He family put to elevate the He family to one
of the country’s four big martial arts families?
You said that such a thing does not exist. Is this true in some way? Is this deserving of
the forefathers?”
“Dad, before today, just like you, I believe the He family can become one of the four big
martial arts families in the world,” Roma said solemnly.
The meaning is far-reaching and invaluable among them, but I now completely
understand that we are nothing more than frogs at the bottom of the well.”
“Dad, can you believe that someone in this world can directly link a person’s Ren Vessel
to the realm of Dacheng by himself?” Roma paused before saying,
“Can you believe that someone in this world can directly connect a person’s Ren Vessel
to the realm of Dacheng by himself?”
“Isn’t this a fantasy?” Luther exclaimed. There are many masters among the He family’s
ancestors, but who can truly enter the domain of Renmai Dacheng?
Meridians Dacheng is an ideal state, as if people will live indefinitely, but consider it!”
“So that’s why I said, why we’re the frogs at the bottom of the well,” Roma sighed. The
martial arts path has always felt very powerful to us.
Counting on it, it’s possible that we won’t be able to defeat the opponent on our own,
and that we won’t be able to avoid the opponent with a pass…”
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Luther was perplexed as to why Roma said that.
“Roma, what’s wrong with you?” he exclaimed, shocked. Why do you suddenly start
talking gibberish?
You claimed that the He family as a whole might not be better than one person. I’d like
to know who is so strong.
Is that what there is to it? “Does that happen to be Master Wade?”
“Dad, I’m not talking nonsense,” Roma said solemnly. We used to have a limited
perspective and believed that martial arts are the pinnacle of power.
This is a huge blunder. In reality, in the eyes of people of higher realms, even ants aren’t
as good as the martial arts we consider normal…”
“As for Master Wade, I can’t give you many details over the phone, but I can assure you
that he is not in the pool.”
Cooperation with him on time is the only way out for our family in the future!”
“What kind of cooperation requirements did the Wade Family Master offer us?” He
asked, his face beaming.
“Can he give like the Su family up to 2 billion per year?”
“Master Wade will give 100 million yuan a year for the He family, as well as some
training tools that can’t be bought for 2 billion yuan,” Roma said.
“A hundred million?” you might ask. “This little money is to give beggars?” snorted
Luther.
What, after all, do you mean about cultivation tools that aren’t worth two billion? What
exactly is it? “Is it a two-billion-dollar medical substance?”

“Yes!” Roma said enthusiastically. These drugs, in my opinion, are worth at least several
billion yuan, if not several billion dollars, and they may not be affordable!”
“What kind of medicinal materials are they?” Luther inquired quickly. “Tell me
everything!”
“They are five medicinal pills with excellent effects,” Roma said.
“Wait, what?” Luther was taken aback: “He will give only five pills?” “Are you sure it’s not
five trains, but five pills?”
“It is only five pills,” Roma said solemnly. The results of these five pills are amazing,
beyond belief!”
“I just can’t think of any pill that can be magical to the tune of $400 million!” Luther
smirked as he listened.
Do you know how many rare medicinal materials two billion can buy? While five trains
could be an exaggeration, there is always a complete train carrying thousands of tonnes
of valuable medicinal materials!
It can make a lot of Qi San and wake-up syrup, plenty for our family’s younger
generation to use whenever they want! It makes no difference if you eat it!”
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“What about Buqisan and Xentel Decoction, even though they are really eaten?” said
Roma, shaking her head. It may not be worth a pill after ten years.”
“Roma, I understand that you are reluctant to believe that the He family will cooperate
with the Su family again,”
Luther said angrily, “but you should not doubt the He family’s decisions because of your
personal emotions.”
What a great achievement! Buqisan and Body Rejuvenation Decoction are two of the He
Family’s most significant core strengths to date.

How will I get through the three meridians without these two things? “Why do I find out
about the He Family’s status?”
“Dad, I’m still not talking about it,” Roma hurriedly said. You will automatically
understand when you see this pill…”
Luther, who had no faith in Roma’s words, sighed and said, “Roma, I have already
considered it.”
I’ll send you another 200 million to locate Ruoli’s once the Su family’s 2 billion payment
is made.
So, do you think you have a better chance of finding Ruoli?”
“Father, have you agreed to Anson?” Roma asked helplessly.
“Yes,” says the speaker. “I promised Anson,” Luther said. “Later, I’ll inform the He family
of my decision.
I’ll be leaving for Suzhou at 10 a.m. tomorrow.”
Roma knew that there were several things she couldn’t tell her father over the phone,
and that even if she did, he wouldn’t believe her.
If she tells him, for example, that her new Ren Vessel has become a big deal, he would
most likely dismiss it as an illusion.
He would not believe her if she told him that someone had given her medicine and that
all he needed to do was take one medicine to make his cultivation advance by leaps and
bounds and even achieve a qualitative breakthrough.
It is difficult to believe in things outside the scope of one’s cognition if one’s cognition is
limited by inherent cognition.
If you let him see it for himself.
It’s pointless to say anything if that’s the case.

“Dad, don’t rush to agree,” Roma hurriedly said. Even if you agree, don’t take the whole
family.
And wait a while for me. I need to speak with you face to face about some important
matters.
I’ll return early tomorrow morning, and I’ll be there as soon as possible in the
afternoon!”
“Roma, I promised Anson,” Luther said. “Maybe he has already told Mr. Su about the
situation.”
“It’s fine if he agrees,” Roma hurriedly said. Su family members have the desire to sell
their own flesh and blood.
What if anything goes wrong? The most important thing I want to tell you about is the
He family’s future.
Regardless, you must pay attention to me. Only after you receive the information you
can make a decision!”
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“Roma, now is not the time to be inspired,”
Luther said solemnly. It is important to consider the overall situation.
We must push the He family to new heights, and we must not be blinded by a little
hate!”
Roma became irritated and shouted, “Dad!” Ruoli has nothing to do with what I’m about
to say.
It’s entirely because Mr. Wade’s circumstances are much superior to those of the Su
family! If you can believe it, it’s true.
I’ll just have to wait before you return to make my final decision!”

“However, I have promised Anson that the bus will stop at He’s door at ten o’clock
tomorrow morning,”
Luther said, embarrassed. Wouldn’t it be because I’ve hit Old Man Su’s face, and if he
gets upset, the whole He family is affected if I hesitate for no reason at that time?”
Roma hadn’t expected her father to turn around so quickly, and he was angry and
nervous for fear of offending Chengfeng, so she blurted out, “Okay!” Then I’ll leave and
come home.
I should be able to make it home before the sun rises. By then, I’ll have told you.
“Explain everything!”
“If Roma can return before dawn, in any case, it won’t affect the original plan, it doesn’t
hurt,” Luther reasoned when he learned this.
“If this is the case, then you can return as soon as possible,” he said, opening his mouth.
Let’s talk about it in person if you have anything to say.”
“All right!” Roma clenched her teeth and said, “Then I’ll start!”
“Ruoli, mom has to go,” she said to Ruoli next to her after hanging up the phone.
“Mom, Grandpa insists on cooperating with the Su family?” she asked hurriedly.
“Yes,” says the speaker. “Anson went to Mocheng and gave your grandpa a price of 2
billion yuan,”
Roma said helplessly. Your grandfather has already given his consent. Tomorrow
morning at 10 a.m., he’ll carry the family over.
I must return to see him before he departs and remind him of Master Wade’s fate.
The most important thing is to give him Master Wade’s pill and let him decide for
himself.”

“Your grandfather… is far too sure of what he thinks,” Roma sighed as he said.
The internal boxing system of the He family, as well as the He family’s Qi San and
Awakening syrup, are both the best martial arts medicines in his eyes.
He doesn’t even realize that the high quality on the way, the pride of the He family, and
the basis for survival aren’t worth mentioning in front of Young Master Wade’s pill!”
For him to recognize it, he must taste it.

Chapter 2832
Ruoli also knew very well grandpa’s temperament.
He was too convinced of his own set of perceptions, as her mother put it.
They believed that the earth is the center of the universe and that the sun and all the
stars revolve around it, just as those who believed in geocentric theory did in ancient
times.
This seemingly absurd theory persisted in the world’s major civilizations for thousands
of years.
The heliocentric theory proposed by Copernicus was gradually disproved until the 16th
century.
It demonstrates that these words are deeply embedded and influence a person’s vision
and pattern.
Therefore, even if Roma described the medicinal pill given by Charlie on the phone,
Luther would never believe it.
Allowing Roma to return to Mocheng and personally hand over the pill to him is the
best and only option.
Only then will she be able to alter his cognitive concepts.

So, Ruoli hurriedly asked: “Mom, it’s so late, how are you leaving?”
“There is no way,” Roma said helplessly. “Now there are no flights from civil aviation.” I
have to wait until tomorrow morning at the earliest.
It’ll be too late, so I’ll have to bother Young Master about getting the plane ready…”
“All right!” Ruoli quickly picked up the phone and said, “I’ll call him.”
“FOr such things, don’t annoy the Master,” Roma said, stopping her. Master does, after
all, have a family.
It would be difficult for him to justify himself to his wife if you call him too late, so don’t
bother him.”
“I believe Master has a lot of faith in Issac,”
Roma said after speaking. He organizes a lot of stuff for Master. Let’s find him, who I
believe has sufficient authority to arrange the plane.”
“Mom, wait a minute, I’ll tell the staff!” Ruoli said with a nod.
“Please inform Mr. Issac, I have an urgent matter to find him,” Ruoli said as she hurriedly
got up, hurried to the door, and said to the staff outside the door.
Issac arrived a few minutes later, running all the way over.
“What’s the matter with Miss Su?” he asked hurriedly when he saw Ruoli.
Ruoli most likely informed him of the situation.
“No problem,” Issac said without hesitation when he learned that Roma needed to
return to Mocheng as soon as possible.
In ten minutes, the helicopter on top of the building can take off.

Arrive at the airport and board a private plane to the Northeast. I’ll also book a
helicopter in advance in the Northeast so Ms. He can get to Mocheng as soon as
possible!”
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Ruoli exhaled a sigh of relief and thanked Mr. Issac, saying, “Thank you very much!”
“Not a big deal!” says the voice.
Roma also changed her clothes at this time, and sadly said to Ruoli, “Ruoli, I’m so sorry,
your mom said to be with you tonight, but I have to go again…”
“Mom, it doesn’t matter,”
Ruoli said with a smile. It gives me great pleasure to see you. Furthermore, I assume that
grandpa would want to work with Master after seeing the pill that he has given to you.
You can return to Aurous Hill. We can meet every day if that’s the case!”
“Yes!” exclaims the speaker.
“You are here waiting for mom, and mom will come back as soon as possible!” Roma
said lovingly, touching Ruoli’s cheek.
“Wow!” exclaims the speaker.
Anson had already informed Chengfeng that the He family had agreed to re-cooperate
when Roma was rushing back to Mocheng.
Chengfeng exhaled a sigh of relief when he learned that the He family would be able to
join him and his family in Suhang the next morning.
While the He family’s power might not be enough to equal the mysterious master’s, it
does put him in a better position.
He’ll also have more energy to consider how to mediate with Zhiyu, his granddaughter.

After all, that individual had twice rescued Zhiyu.
Zhiyu’s safety would be a bit more assured if he is able to defend himself.
So, after praising Anson, he went straight to work putting together a special aircraft.
The He family numbers more than a hundred people and only a medium-to-large
passenger plane can transport them all at once.
In terms of the bus, he’s afraid that at least four buses will be required, as well as one or
two additional trucks to transport luggage and materials.
Chengfeng arranged for his subordinates to pack passenger flights, buses, trucks, and
other equipment, on the one hand, and to leave Mocheng with his family at ten o’clock
tomorrow, on the other hand.
In this situation, you’ll be able to get to Suzhou before it gets dark.
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Luther didn’t dare to postpone the plan for tomorrow at this stage. He had already
begun informing the rest of the He family and packing his own luggage.
Late at night, the whole He family became extremely busy.
Anson stayed in the guest room, satisfied, listening to the sounds of people walking
around and the movement of things moving next door.
He knew Master Su was a little puzzled this time, but he managed to keep the He family
inside the 2 billion quotations.
This is something that should be credited. The master will, of course, have it when he
returns. It has been expressed.
Anson fell asleep to the sound of ding and cling.

All night, Luther and his son Tom, as well as several other key members of the He family,
were almost awake.
Everybody had their own ideas. Except for Luther, everybody else had already figured
out how to get a piece of the 2 billion dollar annual profits.
What they’ll get and how they’ll use it once they have it.
The sky in the east had started to steadily light up at six o’clock in the morning.
Last night, there was a snowstorm, and Mocheng was almost completely covered in
snow.
Because of the cold, most residents of this small city spend more than half of the year at
home for the holidays.
This is also a very quiet time, with very few people on the street.
A helicopter appeared in the southern sky at this precise moment.
Roma sat in this aircraft, anxiously searching the horizon for Mocheng, which was just a
few hundred kilometers away.
Charlie had given her two blood-saving, heart-saving tablets, which she kept in her
arms.
She assumes that if her father and the Su family are reunited, no matter how intense the
conviction, if the father takes one of them, he will change his mind immediately.
“Brother, please find a suitable place to land one or two kilometers away from the
compound, so as not to be discovered by someone who is interested,” she said to the
pilot when they were more than ten kilometers away from He’s mansion.
Since helicopters are unusual in small towns, they are sure to draw attention.
It makes no difference if others are paying attention. Anson, who lives in Roma’s house,
is Roma’s main concern.

If he discovers that she returned to a helicopter, he will most likely become suspicious
and investigate the helicopter’s sources.
If he discovers some information about the Wade family, it will undoubtedly become an
issue in the future.
He wouldn’t be suspicious if he doesn’t find the helicopter, even if he sees her in He’s
villa.
“Ms. He, on the map, I can’t find a suitable landing place in the area, but the distance
outside the city is a bit far away,” the pilot hurriedly said. “Do you have any
recommendations?”
“There is a river about 1.5 kilometers southeast of He’s family,” Roma said. In the winter,
the river is totally frozen.
Tanks ran on the ice and helicopters flew over the ice when I saw the troops practicing a
few years ago. It’s perfectly fine.”
“On such a cold day, the river must be able to carry it,” the pilot said. Then I’ll simply
land on the river, as you mentioned!”
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The helicopter touched down on a sheet of ice as hard as a rock.
Roma didn’t wait for the plane to come to a complete stop; instead, she pushed open
the door and jumped out.
She rushed to her 1.5-kilometer-away home after saying her goodbyes to the pilot.
Many members of the He family had already risen early at this stage.
The He family’s lifestyle has always been a little different from that of mainstream
society.
They, on the other hand, have a lot in common with the ancients.

The He family, for example, seldom uses new technology in their daily lives. Except for
necessities such as telephones, the He family rarely uses mobile phones, computers, or
the Internet.
He family is made up of generations ranging from eighteen to fifty years old men and
women alike. All are busy studying martial arts as long as they are with their families.
Everyone will do it whether it’s spring, summer, fall, or winter. As long as the rooster
crows, in a quarter of an hour, get up and begin training.
They normally sleep for around six hours if there are no special conditions, and the rest
of the time is spent doing exercises.
Other elderly people who have finished practicing medicine, as well as married women,
get up early every day to do some housework in order to keep the whole family in
order.
Despite the fact that the He family was up early today as well, there was no scene of
young and middle-aged people practicing.
All were preoccupied with packing their belongings and finishing household chores.
After all, the family had to relocate this time, and even the elderly members of the family
have to accompany them.
As a result, this huge house would be in a semi-desolate state for a long time with no
one to manage it, so it must be resolved before leaving.
Luther, the He family’s elderly member, dressed neatly in the morning. Even though he
was over a year old, he put on his most upright collection of Tang suits, combed his
silver hair back into his back, and carefully groomed his grey beard.
Even though he was eighty years old at the time, he was still wearing the same style.
Luther wandered alone through the He family compound’s forecourt and backyard, his
gaze drawn to this century-old mansion.
He is not a materialistic person. The only way to spend the two billion yuan pledged by
the Su family is to improve the He family.

He was also very clear in his heart that he was already an old man, and that even though
he had a strong base of martial arts practice throughout his life, he still needed God’s
blessing if he wanted to live to be a hundred years old.
As a result, the entire play will be completed in no more than 20 years.
Money has always been something outside of his body for him, and he has no desire to
live a lavish lifestyle.
He hopes to be able to live in peace in Mocheng before he reaches the earth if he puts
aside the He family’s future plans.
It is not easy for him to take his family to fight in the south while he is in his eighties.
It’s just that he’s involuntary in a lot of things, but this time it’s only because his family
has burnt out the last of his life before he died, and he’s made up his mind in his heart
that he’ll never return before death.

Chapter 2836
Luther is not being hypocritical or pessimistic; rather, he has already considered it in his
core.
Why did the Su family father suddenly allow Anson to visit him at this time, as well as
give such favorable cooperation terms?
The only explanation is that the Su family is now facing a formidable foe, and the He
family is desperately needed to boost the Su family’s military ability.
As a result, even though the impact of these two billion is immense, making this money
would be difficult.
Perhaps He family will face innumerable difficulties in the future.
Luther didn’t know if he was doing the right thing by leading the He family to the south
at the time.

A familiar footstep echoed from far to close, just as he was feeling down.
He had already guessed that his daughter Roma was the one, before he turned around
to confirm it.
He couldn’t help but frown again before turning around.
He pondered the following: “Roma’s power is impressive, but she lacks control over her
body and breath!
This person’s power, in my opinion, should be at least one level higher than Roma’s!”
“Who would this person… be?” says the narrator.
Luther’s heart couldn’t help but become tense at this point.
His internal strength had been lifted from his dantian to his hands when he
unexpectedly turned around, in case he needed an emergency shot.
However, when he turned around, he saw that the person approaching him was indeed
Roma, his daughter.
She seems to be the same as she was when she left yesterday.
Luther, on the other hand, noticed that Roma today appears to be very different from
yesterday!
This conflicting sensation is akin to returning to the same pool of water after a day, and
it always appears to be the same size and age.
But today she gives the impression that the same pool of water is much deeper than it
was yesterday!
“Roma, you…how are you doing?” he inadvertently inquired.
“Father, can I speak to you in private?” Roma hurriedly interrupted him.

Luther instantly sensed that this daughter’s breath regulation is indeed much more
subtle after she spoke.
Look not at just saying a word, but at Roma’s involuntary control of her breath while
speaking. She’s not the same person she used to be.
So he stifled his surprise for the time being and hurriedly said, “Come, go to my study!”

Chapter 2837
Roma chased after her father, and the two dashed to the backyard study.
They just met Tom, Roma’s eldest brother, on the way. Tom was about to greet the
elderly gentleman.
He was startled to see Roma standing by his side. Tom was taken aback and inquired:
“Dad didn’t say you went to the Jiaodong Peninsula yesterday, Roma. What time did you
return?”
“Brother, I just returned, and I have something to communicate with Dad,” she quickly
responded.
Tom’s cultivation is similar to Roma’s, if not slightly lower because he is oblivious to the
changes in Roma’s body.
He assumed her sudden reappearance was due to father’s pledge of cooperation with
the Su family.
He guessed that Roma, as Ruoli’s mother, would certainly not want the He family to
continue cooperating with the Su family, so she returned in a rush, presumably to
prevent this.
As a result, he hurriedly stated: “There are just a few hours before departure, Dad. Let’s
get to work and get ready.
Have you packed all of your belongings? If they aren’t packed, I’ll have someone come
over to handle it for you!”

“I’m almost done packing,” Luther said. “You should go to work first; I have something
to discuss with Roma.”
Tom hurriedly said: “Please don’t take too long, Dad. We can’t afford to wait to hear
from the Su’s.
We have mentioned that we would begin at ten o’clock. At about 7:00 or 8:00 p.m., I
expect the car to begin loading.”
Luther understood what Tom was saying. He was afraid that after speaking with his
daughter Roma, he might change his mind.
Luther is certainly responsible for his daughter Roma, but he is also adamant that he will
not change his mind because this is such a significant matter for the He family. He is not
permitted to be arrogant as the head of the He family.
“You should prepare, or start loading your luggage at eight o’clock as scheduled,” he
told Tom, “and the whole family will leave on time at ten o’clock.”
When Tom learned of this, he smiled and said, “That’s OK, Dad, I’ll make arrangements
now.”
Roma did not talk on the side, but she did pick up on some subtleties in her father’s and
elder brother’s conversation.
She couldn’t help but smile and think to herself: “Dad now seems to be unwavering in
his willingness to work with the Su family.
My father has always done what he said, but I’m afraid that after ten minutes, he’ll break
his own pledge to those who insisted on it…”

Chapter 2838
The father and daughter walked through the front and back courtyard halls, one after
the other, to Luther’s study.
Luther entered the house first, followed by Roma.

He turned around and closed the door, then said to Roma, powerless and guilty, “Roma,
you must forgive your father in this matter.
Dad is still unwittingly…”
“Dad, I know you’re worried about the He family…” Roma nodded.
“Yes!” exclaims the speaker. He sighed and said, “Why would I be able to make such a
decision if it weren’t for the He family?
It appears to be a casual sentence, but it smacked in the face.”
He explained “Don’t blame Dad, Roma. Dad, likes you, wants to recover Ruoli so you
don’t have to deal with Su’s family again. Only go all out in your hunt for Ruoli!”
Roma gave a bitter smile and muttered to herself: “What else can I do if it’s too good to
be better than it is now, but you are a bit one-sided about the issue.
The He family now has a once-in-a-lifetime chance, but it is not related to the Su family,
but rather to Charlie, the great Master Wade.”
Yet, since she couldn’t say it outright, she formulated a tactic to make small steps
forward.
Luther took a serious look at her at this point and asked: “By the way, Roma, I notice
your power, breath, and overall feelings have improved significantly since yesterday?
What really is going on?”
“Dad, how much progress do you think I have made now?” Roma asked her father, who
she didn’t expect to see it.
Luther smacks his lips together and says, “Actually, I didn’t see much of a difference. You
can always only go through two meridians in my opinion, but I have a peculiar feeling…”
“Dad, what kind of feeling are you talking about?” Roma asked as she smiled slightly
and looked at her father.

Luther pondered for a moment before saying, “What’s the best way to put it? For
instance, you resemble a pool of water.
Your surface area hasn’t changed much since yesterday, so when I look at it, it doesn’t
seem to have changed, but I still get the impression that the water in this pool has
gotten much deeper overnight, and it’s bottomless. This makes me a bit perplexed.”
In reality, Luther’s metaphor simply depicts Roma’s true transformations.

Chapter 2839
Roma’s power has increased significantly, but this can be split into two categories.
The first aspect of her development is that her physical strengths are rapidly improving,
and her stamina, speed, vision, and endurance have all greatly improved; however, this
kind of strength is literally invisible to outsiders, regardless of how good their eyesight
is.
It’s difficult to tell how many pounds of muscle a guy has, how fast he can run a 100meter sprint, or how fast and how much stamina he has in long-distance running just by
looking at him.
As a result, Luther is oblivious to Roma’s changes in these regions.
The degree of smoothness of Roma’s second line of appointment, which has
significantly improved from before, is the second feature of her development.
Originally, her Ren Vessel had a 50% pass rate and her Du Vessel had a 20% pass rate.
However, her Ren Vessel is now a huge success, and her Du Vessel has hit 40%.
However, this is also very fascinating. Luther would be able to see the difference at a
glance if Roma opened up the third meridian or if Ruoli, who had opened up the three
meridians, returned to Luther.

After all, the two were brought together. Between the opening of one meridian and the
opening of three meridians, there is a world of difference. It’s as if they’re in the same
body of water.
It was just about the size of a basketball court yesterday. It has suddenly grown to be
twice the size of a football field.
With such a large distance, Luther himself only opened three meridians, allowing him to
see it at a glance.
What’s odd is that, unlike Ruoli, Roma was unable to open up the third meridian, but
she did greatly boost the first two.
The pool of water, in Luther’s view, has always been the size of a basketball court and
has not changed.
He couldn’t see the smoothness of Roma’s second line of the main one with his naked
eyes, but he had the impression that Roma’s overall level had risen significantly, so she
gave him the impression that the same pool of water had suddenly become much
deeper.

Chapter 2840
Roma looked at her perplexed father and proactively stretched out her remaining left
arm in front of Luther, the palm of her hand raised, and said, “I know you have a lot of
reservations, Dad.
You should give it to me because I said nothing. Number one will be aware of the
situation.”
Luther knew what he had to do, so he quickly put his finger on Roma’s veins and
measured her internal strength.
He was taken aback by this look.
As if hit by lightning, he trembled: “Your Ren Vessel, Roma…has been a huge success?!
I’m not sure how this is possible… I’ve been studying martial arts for a long time and
have never met someone who has mastered it. Pulse of Dacheng…

With so many ancestors, no one has been able to split the Ren pulse to more than 90%
in the past few hundred years of the He family. Only 80% of the strongest evidence has
been reported…
You, on the other hand, How is this accomplished?!”
Roma “This is what I said to you over the phone, Dad. This time, I realized that we’re all
just frogs at the bottom of the well. A master of turning his hands into clouds and rain is
well beyond our grasp!”
Luther was eager to ask: “Tell your dad, Roma, what adventure did you have this time in
Aurous Hill?! What is the name of that Young Master Wade?! Is it true that he supported
you in the success of Ren Mai?!”
Roma said with a nod, “Father, Master Wade’s power is unfathomable! And the best part
is that a man like Master, who possesses magical abilities, would take the initiative to
work with our He kin! This is a once-in-a-lifetime chance for our He family!”
“You haven’t said how Master Wade made you improve so quickly!” exclaimed Luther,
impatient.
Roma “Your daughter was lucky enough to receive a god pill from Master Wade. My
second meridian has significantly improved since taking it.
Not only that, but I believe my body is much more capable. It had previously risen by
more than one step!”
“Is that a God pill?” Luther was a fool, and he blurted out with a look of surprise on his
face: “For hundreds of years, our He ancestors have exhausted all methods of looking
for the best medicinal materials in the world, and some will even spend their entire lives
doing so.
I’m soaking in the medicine jar, but no one seems to be having much luck with the
veins. What kind of magical pill could generate this effect?”
Roma reached into her pocket and pulled out two mediocre pills, handing them to
Luther and saying, “These two, Dad, are the god pills, as I previously said. Master Wade

is the one who sent these back to you. H said, if the He family continues to work with
him, he will give five divine pills as well as a yearly salary of 100 million yuan.”
Luther took the pill in both hands, terrified in his heart, and exclaimed, “Is this god pill
really that god?”
Roma “Isn’t it real, Dad, that I’ve mastered the pulse? You can take one to test the effect
if you don’t believe it.”
“If this god pill really has such a strong impact,” Luther exclaimed, “then the He family
will surely look forward to this young master in the future!”

Chapter 2841
Luther’s lifelong ambition is to see the He family prosper under his control.
He is willing to give everything, including his life, for this.
That is why he was able to stand in front of two billion people and endure the blood and
guts of his granddaughter Ruoli, because, in his opinion, the granddaughter is
important, but not as important as the future of the entire He family.
When he saw Roma’s progress, however, he realized that this kind of opportunity is far
more valuable and rare than money.
With 2 billion RMB in hand, he can only ensure that dozens of He family Children will
receive some assistance in cultivation; however, the assistance that ordinary medicinal
materials can provide is limited; even if two billion is spent on one person, it will be
impossible for him to succeed.
As a result, he can determine which is lighter and which is heavier.
So he swallowed his disbelief and challenged Roma to prove it:
“Roma, the reason why your Ren Vessel is able to achieve great success and your main
Vessel’s rise from 20% to 40% is because you have taken this kind of pill?!

“Yes,” Roma said solemnly, “Dad, say nothing; you’ll know if you take one!”
“I’m 80 out of three. If this god pill is so amazing, it would be a waste of my time to take
it. I think it’s better to call your eldest brother over and let him have a try!” sighed Luther
as he placed one of the pills in his mouth, hesitated for a moment before putting it
down again, and sighed with a smile.
“Dad, you are the head of the family; whether our He family will cooperate with Master
in the future will also be up to you to decide; so you should take one first and see the
effect, and you are our He family’s strongest strength and highest cultivation base, after
subscribing to this god pill, the cultivation base can definitely go further,” Roma
hurriedly said.
“Then I’ll take one for now and try it!” Luther thought for a moment, nodded lightly, and
sighed.
Put the pill in his hand into his mouth after that.
In the mouth, the elixir melted.
Through the three meridians opened up by Luther, the surging internal force spread
from the abdomen to the entire body and gathered in the dantian.
Ren vessel, which had previously scored 70%, was immediately inspired to greatness by
this powerful internal force!
The Du Channel was originally passed by 50%, but under the influence of the
medication, it increased to 70%!
Chongmai, which had previously reached 20%, has now directly doubled to 40%!
And the vein on the fourth meridian, which he had been trying to crack through for
decades, was loosening as well!

Chapter 2842

Luther was overjoyed, believing he had a chance to bypass the pulse, so he sat down on
the ground, fighting for his life and the surging internal force in his body that was
attacking the pulse.
Ordinary people’s eight meridians of the odd meridians are inherently closed, and
martial arts practitioners must do everything possible to pulse open the eight meridians
that are originally blocked if they want to outperform ordinary people in strength.
But, oh, what a challenge it is to break through the eight meridians!
You can become a master in the eyes of ordinary people and enter the gate of martial
arts if you break one, but most martial arts practitioners will stop here, and most of
them will not be able to get through Ren Du’s two channels in a lifetime;
If you can crack two, you’ll be one of the few martial arts practitioners in the world
today, and you’ll be considered a martial arts master.
If you can get past these three, you will undoubtedly be among the top ten martial
artists in the world.
When it comes to breaking through the four points, none of the dozens of martial arts
families, large and small, can compete.
Luther believes that if he can break through the fourth meridian, he will be the pinnacle
of Chinese martial arts practitioners.
He was shocked to discover that a significant portion of his body’s surging medicinal
power was desperately flowing into his internal organs and body via various blood
vessels and nerves, just as he desperately wanted to realize this ambition.
It felt as if his entire body had dried up at this point, and the medicinal effect of that
god pill was beyond his understanding.
Originally, he intended for this state to use his entire pulse, but due to the body’s
dryness, a large portion of the blood was unable to flow to the pulse and was quickly
absorbed by the body.

He felt his body functions had been greatly restored and strengthened almost
immediately afterward. When his body felt a few years younger, but the medicine’s
impact was dragged down by the body, and he was almost drained, there was no extra
energy to go. Start a collision with the belt pulse.

Chapter 28343
Roma kept staring at her father and was surprised to notice that his expression had
improved significantly and that his skin didn’t appear to be as old and shriveled as
before.
She wanted to know if her father’s cultivation level had improved significantly, but she
didn’t dare to interfere, so she had to keep her surprise to herself and wait for him to
wake up and speak.
Luther immediately opened his eyes after a moment, and tears rolled down his cheeks.
“Dad, why are you crying? How are you feeling?” Roma hurriedly inquired.
“This divine pill is really amazing, and the power of the medicine is so terrifying,” Luther
said quietly, a little annoyed.
“I originally wanted to take the opportunity to attack the veins and open the fourth
meridian, but unexpectedly, my body is indeed too old, dragged a lot of hind legs, more
than half of the medicine power was sucked by this body, too much of it is sucked by
this body.
“Dad! How could this be a waste! After all, you are over eighty years old, and your
body’s internal and external functions are severely degraded. This magic pill distributes
the efficacy of the medicine to your body, and it will definitely delay your aging.,
It can even extend your lifespan. This is a good thing! In my opinion, you will be able to
live over a hundred years!” said Roma hurriedly.
“If I can break through the four meridians, even if I only have three to five years left to
live, I will be willing to live…” said Luther, regretfully.

“Dad! Or take this magic pill too! Maybe you’ll be able to break through the fourth
meridian in one fell swoop!” Roma exclaimed as she handed another pill to Luther.
“Don’t, don’t, don’t! I am a bad old man, not really worth wasting another magic
medicine!” Luther snatched her hand away and exclaimed guiltily.
“Dad! Now you are the only one in our entire He family who has broken through the
three meridians. Our He family can be one of the four major martial arts families, and
most of them rely on you alone.
Support, if you are a hundred years later, the He family will inevitably fall out of the four
major families, so these medicines are the most appropriate for you!” Roma said
unwaveringly.
“So, call your eldest brother over and give him a try on the remaining magical
medicine,” Luther said after a moment’s thought.
Roma categorically stated, “Dad! Brother has always tended to reconcile with the Su
family, and I can say to my heart, the eldest brother has not put his mind on cultivation
at all in these years, but on money, To enjoy life too much.
The colder the way of martial arts in the He family, the better, but he bought a villa in
Sanya as soon as possible. Every winter he always finds a girlfriend.”

Chapter 2844
Roma’s words allude to Luther’s suffering.
He was the only one who understood the virtue of the eldest son.
He learned his eldest son had lost his greatest martial arts pursuit as early as twenty
years ago.
Not only that, but he developed an unhealthy obsession with material goods.

After 20 to 30 years of martial arts experience, he says it’s time to relax and enjoy life.
Those martial arts and action stars faced adversity when they were younger and started
to hit the pinnacle of their careers in their middle years. He let it all go.
Many martial arts celebrities have become billionaires by the age of 30, and their
personal status has deteriorated at a rate that can be seen with the naked eye. On the
surface, they seem to be training less and less.
The training is becoming less and less, but the quality of life is improving.
Working hard to make a movie at the age of seventeen or eighteen may earn you a few
hundred thousand dollars, but by the age of thirty, you can earn tens of millions of
dollars or more by casually showing your face and embroidering your legs.
Tom was also greatly stimulated by this.
He reasoned that if martial arts stars who just practiced some foreign three-legged cat
kung fu could become masters, why couldn’t he? He had been studying martial arts for
20 or 30 years, so why couldn’t he?
Tom’s cultivation has almost reached a halt since then.
Martial arts, on the other hand, are incredibly difficult in the first place, and they are in
no way equivalent to those fake guns.
Luther was well aware that his eldest son’s cultivation degree gave him a significant
advantage over average citizens, but he was desperate to make a living while studying
martial arts, which was almost meaningless.
Not to mention allowing him to lead the entire He clan.
Luther, on the other hand, is disappointed with Tom’s negativity, but he has no other
options.
His other younger brothers are bad at best. Despite their efforts, they lack the overall
power of Tom, who is passive and sabotaged.

Roma recently claimed that the He family is one of the four big martial arts families, and
that Luther is the main reason for this. This is right. The He family would easily fall out of
the four main families if he dies, based on the power of the He family’s descendants. In
one breath, the family series dropped out of the top ten.
Roma was excellent as a child, but she was unfortunately chosen by the Su family as an
adult, and she went to the Su family to personally protect Zynn, which is why she went
out early to make money.
Luther could only drive Roma out because the He family had to depend on the Su family
for survival at the time.
Since then, she has spent the majority of her days ensuring Zynn’s safety, leaving her
with little time to devote to full-fledged martial arts training.
As a result, her cultivation base developed at a glacial rate.
Later, in order to defend Zynn, she sacrificed her right arm, and her power plummeted.
Despite having a higher cultivation base than Tom, after losing one arm, the real
fighting strength is even worse than Tom’s.

Chapter 2845
Furthermore, Luther is very clear that even though he is not partial and does not have a
patriarchal mindset, it is still difficult for the entire He family to accept a woman as the
head of the house, and even more difficult to accept a disabled woman as the head of
the house, so Luther believes that, in the future, the owner of the He family, apart from
Tom, I am afraid that there will be a woman as the head of the house
But now, Roma’s words have made him realize something important.
In recent years, the eldest son has shown little interest in martial arts. He may not have
any good effects if he gives him the last god pill.
Furthermore, even though he is willing to entrust the He family to his elder son Tom in
the future, he may not be able to fully grow the He family.

On the opposite, he is more likely to bundle and sell the entire He family to the Su
family, then take the large amount of money offered by the Su family and flee to live his
life to the fullest.
In that scenario, the whole He family would be used to make money for him.
Instead, finding a way to live a few more years and actively leading the He family
forward would be preferable.
He will die without remorse if he expends all of his remaining resources to propel the He
family to the rank of first martial arts family in the world!
He finally made up his mind at this point and told Roma: “Our most important task,
Roma, is to allow the He family to fly higher and farther! Master Wade will be the only
one to look forward to for the future of my He family, because he has bestowed upon us
such a cherished good fortune!”
“Father, do you plan to cooperate with Master?” Roma hurriedly inquired.
Luther said categorically: “The god pill was given by Master Wade, and I had already
taken one. Is there some way I can go back in time at this point?”
Roma “That’s fantastic! It’s incredible! What Master will get us is much more
complicated than five divine pills and 100 million dollars per year if we fully cooperate
with him. I believe, he will not only make the He family the country’s number one martial
arts family, but will also help the He family to overtake the martial arts families and
become a stronger force in this field!”
Luther “Roma, you said that you have outgrown the martial arts family and have evolved
into a more powerful being. What exactly is this more powerful existence?”
Roma calmly shook her head and said: “I’m not sure. I used to believe that martial arts
masters should be the most effective in melee fighting. However, when I met Master
Wade yesterday, I felt as if we were frogs at the bottom of the well, practicing martial
arts. We simply have no idea what the wide world outside the well is like…”

Chapter 2846

“Then what do you think of that Master’s strength?” Luther couldn’t help himself.
“I can’t see Master’s true power…” said Roma honestly.
“Do you think this Master is a few steps higher than us?” Luther inquired again.
“How many levels are there?” Roma paused, recalling something her daughter Ruoli had
said to her.
Ruoli’s great success in his Ren Vessel was not due to the god pill given to her by
Charlie.
Charlie, according to her daughter, simply counted her meridians and seemed to use
internal power to move around in them, specifically assisting her in achieving Renmai
Dacheng.
This is the equivalent of a height that most people have been trying to achieve for a
lifetime, and she will never be able to achieve it. Giving the opponent a pulse is all
Charlie needs to do, and he can easily lift the opponent to that height.
For a lifetime, just moving your fingers is worth the effort of others. How many stages
do you have in between?
Isn’t it possible that it can’t be clarified solely by the level?
As she pondered this, she turned to her father and said solemnly: “If you really want to
hear it, Dad, it may be the same difference that exists between Monkey King and
Buddha Tathagata… Even though Monkey King appears to have exceptional powers,
Tathagata Buddha managed to escape. If we don’t go back, it appears that the gap
between us and Master Wade will widen…”
When Luther heard it, he was taken aback and asked, tremblingly, “When… is there really
such a gap?”
“Dad, in my view, it is real!” Roma said without hesitation.
“Since this Young Master Wade has such a talent, where will we be seen in his eyes?”
Luther couldn’t help but wonder.

Roma: “I’ll take responsibility for not clarifying what I said, Dad. This time, Master Wade
did not come to me to win over the He family.”
Luther yelled, “What are you talking about?! What is the point of not winning over the
He family?!”
Roma smiled bitterly in her heart as she remembered her precious daughter Ruoli: “In
truth, she thought her daughter died on the high sea. On the contrary, he rescued her
and kept her safe. After he saw that she misses her mom, he found an opportunity to
reunite the two. All of these nice things are just because the master wants to look after
my family for the sake of Ruoli.”
But, since she believed she had told Charlie that she would not tell her father anything,
she had no choice but to say: “Father, there are some things I promised Master Wade
that I can’t say, so you don’t have to ask; all you need to know is that the young master
requested our cooperation not because he admired our abilities, but because he wished
us luck…”

Chapter 2847
Luther also realized that cooperating with the He family was a kind of help and gift
because the other party possessed such power and possessed such a god pill.
It’s just that he couldn’t fathom how such a wonderful thing could happen to He’s
family.
As a result, he inadvertently asked: “Why does he want to work with us, Roma? Before
you returned, I assumed Master Wade would want to fight with the Su family.
After you returned, I discovered that the Wade family’s young master possesses a wide
range of magical abilities, and the Su family is nothing in his eyes. He doesn’t need to
work with us at all if he really wants to fight with them…”
Roma nodded and said solemnly: “That is why I said that this is a blessing from Master
for our He family. Regardless, we must seize this opportunity!”
Charlie’s motivations had already been examined by Roma.

She had the following thoughts: “Master isn’t sure how much stronger he is than the He
Family in terms of size. The He Family can’t get into his eyes because of his supernatural
abilities.”
“It’s all because of Ruoli’s face that he’s still willing to take the initiative to give the
money, give the pill, and cooperate with the He family.”
“It occurs to me that Master must harbor some sort of feelings for Ruoli.”
“This is not just Ruoli’s good fortune, but the good fortune of the entire He family.”
“Such a god-given opportunity is naturally to be grasped firmly!” said Luther, who
nodded in agreement.
“I will go to Anson and tell him directly that the He family rejects the Su family’s
invitation to cooperate!” he said immediately.
Roma abruptly came to a halt and said, “You should start with the second divine pill,
Dad! What if you could cross the fourth meridian in a single attempt?”
Luther paused for a moment before softly nodding and saying: “Okay, that’s it! In that
case, I’ll take it lightly to see if I can get past the fourth meridian! If I succeed, my family
will be able to reclaim their former glory!”
Roma was looking forward to it as well.
Luther is not only a king, but also a mainstay for the He family.
If his cultivation level can be raised, not only will the He family progress significantly, but
it will also provide them with a significant opportunity.
Luther is looking forward to it as well.
He took the god pill, examined it for a few moments, and then swallowed it.

Since he has already had an experience, he focused on his luck and trained his internal
energies so that when the medicinal force diverged, he could guide the medicinal power
to rush to the fourth meridian and restore the pulse.
The effect of the drug was forcefully consumed by the dry body while taking a magic pill
due to inexperience. While this will significantly boost physical health, it will also make
the body appear younger and longer. He has a long life span, but he is also hesitant to
use drugs to prolong it.
He decided to use the second god pill’s therapeutic properties to influence the pulse.

Chapter 2848
The surge of medicinal strength rushed outwards from his abdomen after a while. Luther
had prepared himself by quickly exhausting his entire body’s internal strength and
tightly wrapping the medicinal force.
Luther’s internal force is like a dam used to stop a flood, desperately guiding the course
of the medicinal power and doing everything possible to guide the medicinal power to
the fourth meridian.
It’s just that this therapeutic influence is so powerful that even though he has complete
control over it, nearly 30% of it is still consumed by the body.
While there are signs of loosening in his heartbeat, he has no faith in his heart to break
through, so he can only focus all of his attention on making the final battle.
Roma noticed her father was flushed and sweaty, and her left hand couldn’t help but
grab the corner of her shirt. Despite her anxiety and nervousness, she realized she
couldn’t support her father with his affairs and could only wait patiently.
Luther is also apprehensive.
He could feel the medicine’s strength draining the pulse, but there was still no indication
that the pulse would be disrupted. Pessimism was inevitable in his heart, given that the
medicine’s strength was mostly broken and there was not much remaining.

When the therapeutic power was only around 20% remaining, he immediately felt that
the metaphysical platform was transparent and that the whole individual had reached an
unparalleled state of detachment, as if he had just awoken from the best night of his life.
It is impossible to say that an individual is happy and secure as a whole.
For a brief moment, he was taken aback, but then he became ecstatic, exclaiming: “What
a breakthrough! Roma, Roma, Roma, Dad made a huge breakthrough!”
“Dad, are you serious! This is fantastic! It’s fantastic!”
Roma was ecstatic when she learned this. She felt deeply relieved in her heart when she
saw her father’s animated face, and tears welled up in her eyes for a brief moment.
Her father’s lifelong ambition had been to break through the four meridians, she
remembered.
Initially, everybody, including father, believed that this day will never arrive, but today it
is here, arrived!
Luther’s eyes welled up as Roma began to cry.
“I just didn’t expect to one day smash through the four meridians, and eventually be
worthy of our He family’s ancestors…” he trembled and choked.
After all, the feelings are heightened, and the old tears have already begun to flow.
“Father, how much do you have through the fourth meridian now?” Roma hurriedly
inquired.
Luther “Just 10% of the students graduate, but there must be space for improvement in
the future!

Chapter 2849
After all, the Ren Vessel has already proven to be a huge success, and the Du Vessel’s
power has risen from 50% to 70%. Cultivating the Ren Du Vessel is a top priority.

It’s akin to solidifying the foundation for future cultivation, and future cultivation will be
more effective as a result!”
Roma excitedly nodded several times and said: “I see that your physical condition and
mental outlook have greatly improved since you took the second divine pill.
It is not a fantasy to wish you a long life, and you will undoubtedly continue to grow
your cultivation in the future. It’s possible that we’ll be able to break through to the fifth
meridian and set a new record in the He family history!”
“If I really have that day,” Luther exclaimed, “I would die without regrets!”
After that, he hurriedly added: “Roma, your current cultivation level has also increased
significantly, and your talents have always been sharp.
Despite the fact that you have lost an arm and your actual fighting potential has been
severely harmed, there is still a lot of space for development. In my view, you should
resume your cultivation, and you will undoubtedly achieve a new breakthrough!”
Roma fell silent all at once.
She has never fully abandoned her martial arts training.
It’s just that she’s no longer as committed to cultivation as she once was.
Martial arts practitioners follow a similar path to professional athletes.
If you really want to make a difference, you must first prioritize martial arts as the most
important aspect of your life, dedicating at least half of your waking hours to structured
and rigorous training.
People start training frantically before the table is high, much like a table tennis player,
and they don’t hit their peak condition until they are in their twenties. During this time,
you must ensure that you are getting the most out of your preparation.
Roma has gone from becoming a professional athlete to becoming a retired athlete
since her injury. Every day, she devotes the majority of her resources to caring for Ruoli,
and she has insufficient time to practice.

While she can fit in two to three hours of preparation a day, it falls well short of the
demands of professional athletes.
Her father asked her to pick it up again this time, with the intention of reintroducing her
to the professional athlete-like training form.
She, too, wanted to train as hard as her father said, but when she realized she had
promised Charlie to go to Aurous Hill and had to watch over her daughter, she told
Luther:
“Master Wade said, “Dad.” If you agree to comply, I must transport the He family’s ten
best masters to Aurous Hill at any time to obey his instructions. I imagine it would be
difficult for me to train as hard as I did previously.”

Chapter 2850
Luther almost said without hesitation after hearing Roma’s words, “In this situation, after
I settle down at home, I will also go to Aurous Hill with you and wait for Master Wade’s
dispatch.”
Despite his age, her father is the most powerful member of the He family. She didn’t
know what to say to Master Wade if he didn’t go to Aurous Hill.
“Father, what should we do about the Su family?” she later asked her father.
Luther broke through the fourth meridian, becoming just the second master in the He
family’s hundreds of years of history to do so. At the moment, he was ecstatic.
Hearing Roma’s predicament, he instantly started to formulate new ideas for the He
family’s future. Adjustment is needed.
“Since Wade Master has bestowed such good fortune upon us, I will naturally terminate
our cooperation with the Su family, and fully draw a line with them, and then
immediately set out to find the right guy, and return to Master Wade in Aurous Hill.”
“Master Wade, including you, just need eleven people from the He family,” she said,
movingly. As a result, the elderly and infirm, as well as women and infants, are not
required to leave the homes with us.

Those who haven’t progressed far enough in their cultivation should remain in Mocheng
and practice with great concentration…”
He couldn’t help but sigh at this point: “Hey! In my heart, Mocheng is a legacy left by
our forefathers, and I don’t want to give up on it.
This old house must be abandoned before the Su family would let us go south, so it is
generally nice that these hundred people will stay in Mocheng and work hard.”
“Dad, let’s discuss something,” Roma said, nodding and thinking about something.
“Say!” hurriedly said, Luther.
“This time I went to Aurous Hill, I didn’t consider my elder brother’s thread,” Roma said.
His cultivation is fine, but he has been squandering so much in recent years, and his
mind isn’t on this. He is still not permitted to communicate with Master Wade.
Those two sons, on the other hand, are much worse; they aren’t even in the top 20 in
the family.”
“Yes,” says the speaker. “Your eldest brother is worried about making money,” Luther
nodded solemnly. Anson arrived with a one-billion-dollar check this time.
You have no idea how ecstatic he was. It was very discouraging…”
“I originally planned to hand the He family to him after a hundred years,” he sighed
again, “but after experiencing these years, your eldest brother is not a capable
individual…”
“Father, you don’t have to think about these matters,” Roma hurriedly said. In the next
20 years, the He family will undoubtedly prosper under your leadership, in my view! You
do not need to be concerned about potential master selections at this time.
With your presence in town and the sponsorship of Master Wade, the He family will
undoubtedly have a better young generation in the next 20 years, and there will
undoubtedly be a suitable host to choose from!”

